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8
9 In this Letter, we analyze the near-field diffraction pattern

10 produced by chirped gratings. An intuitive analytical inter-
11 pretation of the generated diffraction orders is proposed.
12 Several interesting properties of the near-field diffraction
13 pattern can be determined, such as the period of the fringes
14 and its visibility. Diffraction orders present different
15 widths and also, some of them present focusing properties.
16 The width, location, and depth of focus of the converging
17 diffraction orders are also determined. The analytical
18 expressions are compared to numerical simulation and
19 experimental results, showing a high agreement. © 2016

Optical Society of America

20 OCIS codes: (050.1940) Diffraction; (050.1950) Diffraction gratings;

21 (070.6760) Talbot and self-imaging effects; (350.2770) Gratings;

22 (050.1590) Chirping.

23
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.99.099999

24 When a diffraction grating is illuminated with a monochro-
25 matic plane wave, self-images are produced at multiples of
26 the so-called Talbot distance, zT � 2p2∕λ, with p being the
27 period of the grating and λ the wavelength [1,2]. The
28 Talbot effect has increased interest in many diverse fields
29 [3]. It has been analyzed for several kinds of illumination, such
30 as Gaussian beams [4], and for several kinds of diffraction gra-
31 tings, such as metallic gratings [5], or imperfect diffraction gra-
32 tings [6–9]. Self-images do not only appear for periodic objects
33 (Talbot self-images) but also for quasi-periodic objects
34 (Montgomery self-images) [10]. In the temporal range, chirped
35 fiber gratings are used as a solution for dispersion compensation
36 [11]. The focusing properties of these nonperiodic gratings
37 have also been applied in third-generation synchrotron radia-
38 tion and high-resolution x ray spectroscopy [12,13]. In the spa-
39 tial range, chirped gratings have also been applied to produce
40 curved diffraction orders [14]. Curved lobes are created by the
41 caustic interference of the originally straight diffraction orders
42 and manifest themselves as accelerating beams.
43 Since chirped gratings do not present a periodic structure, an
44 analysis based on Fourier series and diffraction orders cannot be
45 performed in a simple way. In this Letter, to determine the
46 near-field intensity distribution produced by chirped gratings,
47 we decompose the incident beam as a sum of narrow Gaussian

48beams so that the grating can be considered locally periodic
49for these narrow beams. Analytical expressions to explain
50amplitude and period of the fringes produced by this kind
51of nonperiodic grating are obtained, which are compared to
52numerical simulations and experimental results.
53First, let us consider a monochromatic Gaussian light beam,
54with amplitude u�x 0� � exp�−x 02∕ω2

0�, which illuminates a
55chirped grating defined by its spatial frequency q�x 0�. The beam
56waist of the Gaussian beam is placed at the plane of the chirped
57grating, z � 0. For simplicity, let us consider that the spatial
58frequencies of the grating present a linear dependency
59q�x 0� � q0 � qax

0. For the case of an amplitude binary
60grating, an example is shown in Fig. 1.
61Now, let us divide the incident beam into a sum of narrow
62Gaussian beams, whose width is ωs and placed at different

F1:1Fig. 1. (a) Chirped binary diffraction grating with starting period
F1:2p0 � 50 μm, final period p1 � 10 μm, and length l � 500 μm.
F1:3For this case, the spatial frequency dependency is linear:
F1:4q�x 0� � 0.125� 0.001x 0 μm−1. (b) Period (black solid line) and spa-
F1:5tial frequency (dashed red line) of the grating in terms of position.
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63 locations xs. Considering that a plane wave can be described
64 as a sum of narrow Gaussian beams, we can write
65 1 � R�∞

−∞ exp�−�x 0 − xs�2∕ω2
s �dxs∕�

ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
ωs�. Besides, we can

66 assume that for each beam placed at xs, only a very narrow area
67 of the grating is illuminated. Then, this narrow beam sees a
68 periodic grating with constant frequency q�xs� � q0 � qaxs.
69 When the illumination is a Gaussian beam with amplitude
70 exp�−x 02∕ω2

0�, the amplitude just after the grating results in

U �x 0� ∝ exp

�
−
x 02

ω2
0

�
exp

�
−
�x 0 − xs�2

ω2
s

�

×
X
n

an exp�in�q0 � qaxs�xs �; (1)

71 where
P

nan exp�in�q0 � qaxs�xs � is the Fourier description of
72 the local grating, an are the Fourier coefficients, and n are in-
73 tegers.
74 Then, considering the Fresnel approach for the near field,
75 the amplitude at a distance z produced by this narrow Gaussian
76 beam is Us�x; z� ∝ R�∞

−∞ U �x 0� exp�ik�x − x 0�2∕2z�dx 0, where
77 k � 2π∕λ is the wavenumber. The amplitude produced by
78 the whole beam, whose width is ω0, is obtained as the integral
79 of all the narrow beams, considering that each beam has a neg-
80 ligible width, ωs → 0, U �x; z� � limitωs→0

R
∞
−∞ U s�x; z�dxs.

81 This equation results in

U �x; z� ∝
X
n

an
ω

exp

�
−
�x � nq0z∕k�2

ω2

�
exp

�
−
ikx2

2R

�

× exp
�
in
kkpω4

0

4zR
q�x�x

�
exp

�
in2

kpq20ω
4
0

8R

�
; (2)

82 where kp � k − 2nqaz, ω2 � ω2
0��kp∕k�2 � �z∕zR�2� is the

83 beam width of each diffraction order, R � z��kp∕k�2�zR∕z�2 �
84 1� is the radius of curvature, and zR � kω2

0∕2 is the Rayleigh
85 distance. Notice that both R and ω parameters depend on the
86 diffraction order n. The first exponential term of Eq. (2) rep-
87 resents the amplitude of the beam, which is Gaussian.
88 Diffraction orders propagate with an angle θp � x∕z �
89 nλ∕p with respect to the axis, and the width ω of each diffrac-
90 tion order is different, since kp presents a dependence on n.
91 The second term is the phase of the Gaussian beam. The third
92 term is related to the period of the fringes, and the fourth
93 term is related to the location of high contrast fringes.
94 In Fig. 2, we can see the intensity distribution in the near
95 field along the z-axis, I � U �x; z�U ��x; z�, for a chirped dif-
96 fraction grating computed with Eq. (2). The fringes’ period de-
97 pends on the position x. To check the consistency of the results,
98 we have also computed the near-field intensity by numerical
99 simulations based on the Rayleigh–Sommerfeld method for dif-

100 fraction [15], Fig. 3. There is a good agreement between the
101 theoretical and the numerical approach. Also, the difference be-
102 tween the theoretical and numerical results, ΔI � I teo − Inum,
103 has been evaluated. For this comparison, we have eliminated
104 the edges of the diffraction pattern, since edges affect the
105 numerical propagation of the grating. The difference between
106 both approaches is less than 5% on average, which shows the
107 validity of Eq. (2).
108 In a first stage, let us determine the amplitude of the
109 fringes from Eq. (2) when the incident wave is plane. This
110 can be obtained considering ω0 → ∞, which results in
111 U �x;z�∝P

nan exp�in�k∕kp�q�x�x�exp�in2kpq20z∕�2 k2��. We
112 can expand kp � k − 2nqaz in both exponential terms. For

113the first exponential, considering that 1∕�1 − 2nqaz∕k�≈
1141� 2nqaz∕k, we obtain

U �x; z� ∝
X
n

an exp�inq�x�x� exp
�
i
n2

2k
�q20 � 4q�x�qax�z

�
:

(3)

115Then, the period of the fringes results in

p�x� � 2π

q�x� �
2π

q0 � qax
: (4)

F2:1Fig. 2. Intensity distribution I teo obtained with Eq. (2) for a chirped
F2:2grating with p0 � 80 μm, p1 � 10 μm, and length l � 600 μm. The
F2:3grating is illuminated with a Gaussian beam whose wavelength is
F2:4λ � 0.6328 μm; the beam width is ω0 � 5000 μm, and n � 5.

F3:1Fig. 3. Intensity distribution Inum obtained by numerical
F3:2Rayleigh–Sommerfeld approach [15] for the same parameters as
F3:3Fig. 2. White continuous lines represent low-contrast positions
F3:4obtained with Eq. (5) and white discontinuous lines represent low-
F3:5contrast positions according to �l � 1∕2�p�x�2∕λ, with p�x� defined
F3:6in Eq. (4), and l an integer.
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116 This means that the period of the fringes is, for the approxi-
117 mation considered, a local phenomenon, since it is equal to
118 the period of the grating at the same position x. On the other
119 hand, we compare the second exponential term to
120 exp�2πiz∕zT � for the Talbot distance, resulting in

zT � 8π2

λ�q20 � 4qaq0x � 4q2ax
2� ; (5)

121 which turns to zT � 2p2∕λ when qa � 0. In Fig. 3, the
122 locations of null contrast, �l � 1∕2�zT , according to Eq. (5)
123 are shown as white solid lines. Also, for comparison, locations
124 of the low contrast fringes computed using �l � 1∕2�p�x�2∕λ,
125 considering Eq. (4), are included as white discontinuous lines.
126 It is clear that this last simple equation is not valid for deter-
127 mining the location of low contrast fringes, as can be observed
128 in Fig. 3.
129 From the definition of kp, after Eq. (2), we can see that
130 when the grating is not chirped, qa � 0; then kp � k and
131 the amplitude after the diffraction grating results in

U �x; z� ∝
X
n

an
ω 0 exp

�
−
�x � nq0z∕k�2

ω 02

�
exp

�
−
ikx2

2R 0

�

× exp
�
i
nω4

0k
2q0x

4zR 0

�
exp

�
i
n2kq20ω

4
0

8R 0

�
; (6)

132 where, for this case, ω 02 � ω2
0�1� �z∕zR�2� and

133 R 0 � z��zR∕z�2 � 1�. That is, we recover the standard self-
134 imaging process for Gaussian beams [5].
135 Let us analyze the properties of the fringes formed by
136 chirped gratings when the incident beam is Gaussian. When
137 comparing Eq. (2) with Eq. (6), we may think that the third
138 exponential term is related to the period of the fringes and the
139 fourth term indicates the location of high contrast fringes, since
140 it presents a dependence with n2. However, this is not exactly
141 the case. In order to determine the location of high-contrast
142 fringes, we need to expand all the phase terms, since kp presents
143 a dependence with n. This expansion results in

U �x; z� ∝
X
n
an exp

�
−
�x� nq0z∕k�2

ω2

�
exp

�
−
ikx2

2R

�

× exp
�
in
k2ω4

0

4zR
q�x�x

�
exp

�
in2

kω4
0

2R

�
q20
4
− qaq�x�x

��

× exp
�
−in3

qaq
2
0ω

4
0z

4R

�
; (7)

144 where the radius of curvature is, expanding the definition in
145 Eq. (2), R � z2R∕z − 4nqaz2R∕k � ��2nqazR∕k�2 � 1�z. Then,
146 when the grating is illuminated with a Gaussian beam, the
147 period is obtained comparing the third exponential term to
148 exp�2πix∕p�x��, resulting in

p�x� � 8πzR
k2ω4

0q�x�
: (8)

149 This equation is not easy to be solved, since the radius of
150 curvature R depends on n and z. However, it simplifies for
151 short distances to the grating. When the governing term in
152 the radius of curvature is R ≈ z2R∕z, the period is again that
153 obtained with Eq. (4). To determine the location of high-
154 contrast fringes, we will consider the quadratic term with n,

155 exp�in2 kω4
0

2R �q20∕4� qaq�x�x�� in Eq. (7). Comparing this term

156with exp�2πin2z∕zT �, we obtain the Talbot distance from
157this equation:

πkRjz�zT � z2R �q20∕4� qaq�x�x�; (9)

158which is a nonlinear equation, since R presents a dependence
159with z. Again, when we use the previous approximation for the
160near field, R ≈ z2R∕z, the results simplify to Eq. (5).
161Now, let us determine the width of the diffraction orders.
162Since the illumination beam is Gaussian, there is a distance
163from which the different diffraction orders do not interfere.
164This distance corresponds to zn � pω0∕2λ, which can be easily
165obtained from a geometrical analysis [5]. After this distance, we
166can clearly see the Gaussian shape of the diffraction orders.
167The width of diffraction orders is defined in Eq. (2).
168Expanding ω in terms of n we obtain

ω2 � ω2
0

��
1�

�
2z
kω2

0

�
2
�
−
2zqa
k

n�
�
2zqa
k

�
2

n2
�
: (10)

169It is surprising that this dependence presents a linear term with
170n, which means that the width of positive and negative diffrac-
171tion orders is different. The width of positive diffraction orders
172decreases with respect to order n � 0 and, on the contrary, the
173width of negative diffraction orders increases. This can be
174clearly seen in the numerical approach given in Fig. 4, where
175a Gaussian beam with wavelength λ � 0.650 nm and beam
176width ω0 � 250 μm is used for illuminating the chirped gra-
177ting. Diffraction orders n � 1; 3; 5, and 7 produced by the
178chirped grating are convergent. We can determine the location
179of the beam waist, zmin, considering dω2∕dz � 0,

zmin �
knqaω

4
0

2�1� n2q2aω
4
0�
: (11)

180As a consequence, the beam waist of the diffraction orders is
181placed at the diffraction grating, zmin � 0, only for the order
182n � 0. Besides, the location xmin of the beam waist can be

F4:1Fig. 4. Focusing properties of a chirped grating whose parameters
F4:2are p0 � 50 μm, p1 � 15 μm, and length l � 500 μm. The grating
F4:3is illuminated by a Gaussian beam with λ � 0.650 μm and
F4:4ω0 � 250 μm. The white crosses represent the position of the beam
F4:5waists �xmin; zmin� computed using Eqs. (11) and (12).
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183 obtained from the first exponential term of Eq. (7),
184 exp�−�x � nq0z∕k�2∕ω2�, resulting in

xmin �
nq0zmin

k
� n2q0qaω

4
0

2�1� n2q2aω
4
0�
≈

q0
2qa

: (12)

185 The white crosses in Fig. 4 represent the locations �xmin; zmin�
186 for these diffraction orders. Introducing Eq. (11) into Eq. (10),
187 we obtain the beam waist of the diffraction orders:

ω2
min �

ω2
0

1� n2q2aω
4
0

: (13)

188 This means that the beam width decreases with respect to the
189 incident beam except for n � 0. For example, we can see
190 that the beam with n � 3 is narrower than beam with n � 1
191 (diffraction orders n � 5 and 7 are very narrow and can hardly
192 be observed due to their low power).
193 Another interesting parameter is the depth of focus of the
194 beam waist. For Gaussian beams this parameter is measured by
195 the Rayleigh distance zR � kω2

0∕2, which is the distance where
196 the beam width is

ffiffiffi
2

p
times the width of the beam waist. Using

197 this definition, we have found that the equivalent Rayleigh
198 distance for the diffraction orders produced by the chirped
199 grating is

z 0R � zR
1� n2q2aω

4
0

: (14)

200 Diffraction orders present different depth of focus, and are
201 shorter than for the case of the original beam width.
202 Finally, we have performed an experimental verification of
203 the near-field intensity distribution after the chirped grating.

204We have manufactured a chirped grating with the same param-
205eters as in Fig. 4. The grating is illuminated by a monochro-
206matic plane wave with wavelength λ � 0.650 μm. The
207experiment consists of acquiring the intensity distribution with
208a CMOS camera UI-3592LE by IDS Imaging Development
209Systems GmbH, whose pixel size is 1.67 μm. The camera is
210placed on a motorized linear stage by PI, and it is moved along
211the z axis, perpendicular to the grating. The experimental
212intensity distribution is shown in Fig. 5.
213On the other hand, the focus of positive diffraction orders is
214narrower and shorter. The location of diffraction order n � 1
215coincides with the analytical and numerical analysis. Also, or-
216ders n � 3, 5 are observed, but with low intensity.
217Concluding, in this Letter we have analyzed the near-field
218behavior of chirped diffraction gratings with a linear depend-
219ence in the spatial frequency, q�x� � q0 � qax. The Fresnel
220approach has been used to obtain analytical expressions of
221the intensity distribution. When the chirped grating is illumi-
222nated with a Gaussian beam, we have found that the period and
223location of high-contrast fringes vary with the position x. We
224have also found that positive diffraction orders present focusing
225properties, with different width, position, and depth of focus of
226the beam waists. Numerical simulations based on the Rayleigh–
227Sommerfeld approximation have been carried out, as well as
228experimental verification. The analytical equations obtained
229in this work are in good agreement with the numerical simu-
230lations and experimental results. This formalism can be of
231interest in applications such as photonics and metrology.
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